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The functionality of mechanical parts can be improved by a number of different

methods. One of the key methods used is the deposition of coatings by reactive

magnetron sputtering (RMS). Control of the RMS process is important for the tuning

of the different coating properties, which will provide an optimal answer to a particular

solicitation; simulation is an interesting way for this work. The PVD process can be

separated into three steps: ejection of atoms from the target, transport to the

substrate, and growth of the thin films. Software has been developed for each step in

the process. SRIM [1] is a Monte Carlo computer program that calculates the

interactions of energetic ions with amorphous targets (ion implantation and atom

ejection); SIMTRA [2] simulates the transport of the atoms from target to substrate. By

combining these two programs, the energy and angular distribution of the sputtered

particles impinging on the substrate can be determined. This information is important

of the determination of the film microstructure. These microstructures are mainly due

to complex interactions between the gaseous species and the surface of the substrate

or the growing film. The development of a capable model to properly simulate the

dynamics of microstructure evolution, during the deposition, is a particularly difficult

task [3]. In this study, we have focused on using Simul3D [4] software to simulate the

third step: growth of the film. To this end, we have developed a series of thin metal

films using magnetron sputtering. The microstructures of these coatings are

compared to the results of simulation work using Simul3D [4] software.
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